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PhD by Design is a forum where 
to vocalise, discuss and work 
through many of the topical issues 
of conducting a practice-based 
PhD in design and to explore how 
these are re-shaping the field of 
design.

The Instant Journal is dedicated 
to gather and disseminate 
materials produced during PhD by 
Design events. It is produced and 
disseminated within the time-span 
of the event.

Issue #3 is being produced during 
the DRS conference: the questions 
below have been formulated 
during the PhD by Design day on 
June 27th 2016 and we are now 
gathering contributions that relate 
to these questions.

The deadline for contributions is 
June 30 at 4pm.

Please e-mail contributions to 
team@phdbydesign.com, tweet 
@phdbydesign or come to the 
PhD by Design hub throughout the 
week them in. Where appropriate, 
quote the question with which 
your contributions enters into 
conversation.

The Instant Journal #3 will be will 
be disseminated digitally at the end 
of conference.

PHd by Design

#PBDQ1
How can we communicate the value of 
design research in different disciplinary 
contexts?

#PBDQ2
Instead of defining research questions and 
solutions in advance, how do we create 
the conditions for evolving or unfolding 
research questions?

#PBDQ3
There is a tension between everyday 
application of design research and top-
down knowledge production, especially 
in politically settings. How do designers 
negotiate their position in such a context?

#PBDQ4
How could we disrupt conventional forms 
of academic publication in order for them 
to become more public or accessible?

#PBDQ5
What kinds of murky ethical questions 
arise from practice-led research in public 
spaces?

#PBDQ6
Why are toolboxes so common in design 
research? What are their advantages and 
limits?

#PBDQ7
Which communities of practice do you 
build up/upon? In what way is your 
research interdisciplinary? 

#PBDQ8
How can we reframe the metrics 
of validation to more greatly value 
uncertainty and subjectivity in our design 
research?

#PBDQ9
When is a design intervention relevant 
enough to be considered as a contribution 
for the Ph.D. thesis?

#PBDQ10
As a designer working in cross disciplinary 
fields, how do I draw from new aeras of 
expertise without deviating significanty 
from the design core of my practice?

#PBDQ11
How do we articulate research outputs 
beyond academic publishing?

#PBDQ12
What are possible strategies and tactics to 
navigate the swampiness of post-doc life?

#PBDQ13
Where does the act of design(ing) end?

#PBDQ14
How do we reconcile critical design 
practice with its analytical account?

#PBDQ15
How can knowledge and speculative 
thinking be translated into/through 
material form?

#PBDQ16
What are the politics behind common 
assumptions in design practice for 
healthcare?

#PBDQ17
How is accountability distributed in design 
for health services?

#PBDQ18
It’s common for design to be seen as a 
bridge between disciplines. What if we 
don’t see ourselves that way?



#PBDQ19
How do we create a shared vocabulary to 
discuss our inventive tool-making practice?

#PBDQ20
How can the DRS better demonstrate the 
importance of reflexivity, subjectivity, and 
situated knowledge generation within and 
beyond design research?

#PBDQ22
In response to the over-emphasis on 
evidence-based research, how can the 
community at DRS articulate the values 
that design can provide?

#PBDQ23
How can designers approach complex 
issues while articulating meaning in a 
transparent way?

#PBDQ24
What is the future of practice-led design 
research?

#PBDQ25
How would post-qualitative research 
methods support, disrupt or transform 
knowledge?

#PBDQ26
Could Ph.D. design research that addresses 
complex systems become a less individual 
endeavour and embrace collective research 
practices?

#PBDQ27
How can design researchers take distance 
from their artifacts/methods/events/
theories to create room for critical 
reflection? Do we always have to sell our 
products? 

#PBDQ28
How do we make the things we do travel 
and have impact in our own and other 
fields?

#PBDQ29
How can we communicate transparently in 
sustainable design? 

#PBDQ30
Why does design research matter and who 
does it matter to most?

#PBDQ31
Has the term collaboration been misused 
or abused in design research?

Following the main event on Monday 
27th June 2016, PhD By Design will 
not lose momentum, extending its 
presence throughout the rest of the DRS 
Conference. From 28th to 30th June 
2016, we will relocate to the mezzanine 
of Brighton Dome where the PhD By 
Design HUB will be set up in order 
to continue our activities and the work 
on the Instant Journal #3. The HUB 
will be a welcoming social space with an 
additional daily programme of workshops 
and conversations. So come over and join 
us for some lively design and research led 
workshops or to relax and network with 
other DRS delegates. See you there!

HUB SPACE
28th to 30th June 2016

Common ground in
healthcare research
bridging perspectives
between healthcare 
and design research

Tuesday 28th 
1115 - 1245

Somebody Else’s Problem
a session of problem’s
exchange around the
theme of healthy 
working environments

Tuesday 28th 
1400 – 1530

Designer story mapping
map the designer’s experience

Wednesday 29th 

1600 - 1730

Today’s and tomorrow’s 
design researcher 
reinventing the intersection

Thursday 30th 

1115 - 1245


